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Competition in Czech
1. RESEARCH QUESTION



The case of Czech: masculine
animate nominative plural stems

sg. pl.

N. mol moli

sg. pl.

N. mul mulové

sg. pl.

N. anděl andělé

sg. pl.

N1 šakal šakali

N2 šakalové

sg. pl.

N1 Angličan Angličané

N2 Angličani

sg. pl.

N1 konšel konšelé

N2 konšelové

• Handbooks give 3 desinences: -i, -é, -ové

• One ending predominates, 

but does not rule out other(s)

• No clear differentiation between two 

inflectional morphs where available….



Prescriptive guides
• In the nominative pl. there exist for masc. animate nouns (declension patterns „pán“, „muž“, 

„předseda“, „soudce“) multiple possible endings. Alongside the use of non-doublet endings

-i, -é, -ové we can find to a greater or lesser degree the doublets -i/-ové, -i/-é, occasionally 

-é/-ové (e.g. konšelé/konšelové). Several factors influence the choice:

• The appropriate choice of ending is decided especially based on:
◦ Word meaning, i.e. does it refer to an animal (these prefer the ending -i, see point 2.1.1. below), or a 

person (general or proper – for proper nouns the ending -ové predominates, see point 2.2);

◦ Word-formational suffix (e.g. for nouns with the suffix -tel, the ending -é is characteristic, see point 
2.3.1); 

◦ Word length (e.g. one-syllable words like syn, Dán most frequently have the ending -ové, see point 2.2) 

◦ Style (e.g. forms such as svatebčani, Slovani are felt to be colloquial, see point 2.3.1);

◦ Regional differences: in Bohemia the ending -ové is more common, while in Moravia -i is more common.

Internet handbook of Czech, Czech Language Institute of the Academy of Sciences, www.ujc.cas.cz/prirucka
(Total length of entry: 1800 words)

http://www.ujc.cas.cz/prirucka


Dual-route model of production
• Rules are part of the grammar 

• Exceptions are stored

• ! What is the rule and what is the exception 
when the situation looks like this….



Corpus data (SYN2010, 100m tokens)
All three affixes encountered frequently:

Findings not consonant with those in normative works

For each stem, the proportion of forms using each ending differs 
(influenced by one of the factors above?)

*Figure does not account for overlaps, i.e. those count as 2-3 types each. 
In fact, 10% of lexemes (c. 1000) found with 2-3 endings

desinence no. of tokens % of tokens no. of types % of types* tokens per type

-i 340,288 61.7% 5897 56.8% 57.71

-é 156,243 28.3% 3400 10.5% 53.13

-ové 55,221 10.0% 1088 32.7% 16.24



Why a wug test?
• Speakers cannot have knowledge of 

how a “novel word” patterns in the 
corpus (proxy for experience)

• Nonetheless, speakers almost always 
produce a form - but on what basis?

◦ Rules (corpus data suggest these are 
difficult to posit in this instance)?

◦ Analogical or memory-based processes
(if corpus indicates what we have access to, 
perhaps relevant)?

◦ Generalizations (made on the basis 
of data similar to that found in corpora)?

◦ Single-route model of production 
will be more informative 
(no dichotomy of rules vs. exceptions, 
just type or token frequency)



How to model 
speaker choice?
3. TOWARDS A HYPOTHESIS



Hypothesis
• Corpus data will be more predictive of speaker choice than 

the post-hoc rules/rationales advanced in manuals



What sort of corpus data 
might affect speaker choice?
• Stem shape (final consonant or suffix):
◦ e.g. {-b}, {-d}, {-ď}, {-f}, {-g}, {-h}, {-ch}, {-m}, {-ň}, {-p}, {-r}, {-ř}, 

{-s}, {-c}, {-x}…

• Observed behaviour
◦ Frequency of form (type/token frequency in a corpus)

◦ Number of available endings (1, 2 or 3)

◦ Entropy: Predominance of most frequent affix

◦ Needed data to be dispersed, so some lines of enquiry were 
abandoned



Non-transformed data: stem-final C
Proportion of most dominant ending 
(vertical axis) - entropy

No. of tokens (horizontal axis) -
frequency
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Log-transformed data: stem-final C
Proportion of most dominant 
ending (vertical axis) - entropy
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Corpus data and 
native speakers
4. STUDY DESIGN



Behaviour frequency data in the CNC
• Three clusters of environments in the corpus 

1. frequent/higher entropy
2. infrequent/higher entropy
3. very frequent/little entropy

• Four novel words for each cluster (N=12)

• Semantic criteria also employed for two words in each cluster 
(e.g. nationalities, academic professions)

• Comprehension questions on two texts 
(reading skills as a proxy for language proficiency)

• Distracter sentences using infrequent but attested words (N=24)



Environments: stem-final C
Proportion of most dominant 
ending (vertical axis) - entropy

No. of tokens (horizontal axis) -
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Eliciting Czech wugs (wuzi? wugové? wugé?)
• Zelech je příslušník arménské menšiny v Gruzii. Při vzniku gruzínského státu

v r. 1991 protestovali _________________ proti přičlenění svého území ke
Gruzii.

• ‘A Zelech is a member of the Armenian minority in Georgia. When the 
Georgian state came into being in 1991, the ____________ protested against 
the inclusion of their territory in Georgia.’  

• Plešť obecný je druh sladkovodní ryby, která bývala dříve hojná v českých 
řekách. Dnes jsou ________________ už vyhynulí a víme o nich jen 
z historických pramenů. 

• ‘The common plešť is a type of freshwater fish that used to be abundant in 
Czech rivers. Today the ____________ are extinct and we know of them only 
from historical sources.’ 



Describing the data
5. RESULTS



Arranged by corpus data group (N=32)

lexeme -i -ové -é N= phonology (grp) freq entropy meaning semantics

terapověd 25 3 1 29 -d (1) H H profession *

kočkovod 32 0 32 -d (1) H H trade

Zelech 9 21 30 -ch (1) H H nationality *

žalouch 15 17 32 -ch (1) H H description

pareť 24 7 31 -ť (2) L H family member *

plešť 29 3 32 -ť (2) L H animal

Novažď 9 16 4 29 -ď (2) L H nationality *

zeleď 26 5 31 -ď (2) L H animal

zářolog 3 29 32 -g (3) H L profession *

halog 6 26 32 -g (3) H L trade

exceptor 29 3 32 -r (3) H L profession *

ofsider 30 2 32 -r (3) H L trade



Arranged by frequency of ending (N=32)

novel form -i -ové -é N= stem (group) freq entropy meaning semantics

zářolog 3 29 32 -g (3) H L profession *

halog 6 26 32 -g (3) H L trade

Zelech 9 21 30 -ch (1) H H nationality *

Novažď 9 16 4 29 -ď (2) L H nationality *

žalouch 15 17 32 -ch (1) H H description

pareť 24 7 31 -ť (2) L H family member *

terapověd 25 3 1 29 -d (1) H H profession *

zeleď 26 5 31 -ď (2) L H animal

plešť 29 3 32 -ť (2) L H animal

exceptor 29 3 32 -r (3) H L profession *

ofsider 30 2 32 -r (3) H L trade

kočkovod 32 0 32 -d (1) H H trade



Eyeballing the data suggests…
• The groupings of corpus data we found are not a factor by 

themselves (except see below)
◦ Perhaps more to say once we look at stem shape?

• ? High entropy induces uncertainty 
(more missed answers, more even split between endings)

• Low frequency (implies high entropy) shows similar 
patterns



Analyzing the data
6. RESULTS



Structure of analysis
• Dependent variable: ending supplied 

(3-4 possible answers)

• Independent variables:  
◦ Frequency/entropy group - corpus data (3 levels)

◦ Stem-final C within each group (2 levels)

◦ Semantic criteria (2 levels)

• Quasi-variables:
◦ Age, gender, region of origin, educational level

◦ Perceived difficulty of reading task, comprehension accuracy



Results of analysis
• A multinomial logistic regression was run on the data

• Only factor with significance is stem ending (p < .001)

• Corpus data group comes out as insignificant, but:
◦ corpus data group 2 (high entropy, low frequency) shows up as different 

from groups 1 and 3: β = -1.28, p < 0.05

◦ Data are dispersed within the two high-frequency corpus data groups 
(high and low entropy: show up as significant differences within groups 
rather than between groups):
◦ Between stems in group 1: p = 0.02, β = 1.47; between stems in group 3: p < 0.001, β = 2.16

• Goodness of fit: R2= 0.62 (high, but missing some factors)



Corpus group 2 (freq L, entropy H)

novel form -i -ové -é N= stem (group) freq entropy meaning semantics

zářolog 3 29 32 -g (3) H L profession *

halog 6 26 32 -g (3) H L trade

Zelech 9 21 30 -ch (1) H H nationality *

Novažď 9 16 4 29 -ď (2) L H nationality *

žalouch 15 17 32 -ch (1) H H description

pareť 24 7 31 -ť (2) L H family member *

terapověd 25 3 1 29 -d (1) H H profession *

zeleď 26 5 31 -ď (2) L H animal

plešť 29 3 32 -ť (2) L H animal

exceptor 29 3 32 -r (3) H L profession *

ofsider 30 2 32 -r (3) H L trade

kočkovod 32 0 32 -d (1) H H trade



Corpus group 1 (freq H, entropy H)

novel form -i -ové -é N= stem (group) freq entropy meaning semantics

zářolog 3 29 32 -g (3) H L profession *

halog 6 26 32 -g (3) H L trade

Zelech 9 21 30 -ch (1) H H nationality *

Novažď 9 16 4 29 -ď (2) L H nationality *

žalouch 15 17 32 -ch (1) H H description

pareť 24 7 31 -ť (2) L H family member *

terapověd 25 3 1 29 -d (1) H H profession *

zeleď 26 5 31 -ď (2) L H animal

plešť 29 3 32 -ť (2) L H animal

exceptor 29 3 32 -r (3) H L profession *

ofsider 30 2 32 -r (3) H L trade

kočkovod 32 0 32 -d (1) H H trade



Corpus group 3 (freq H, entropy L)

novel form -i -ové -é N= stem (group) freq entropy meaning semantics

zářolog 3 29 32 -g (3) H L profession *

halog 6 26 32 -g (3) H L trade

Zelech 9 21 30 -ch (1) H H nationality *

Novažď 9 16 4 29 -ď (2) L H nationality *

žalouch 15 17 32 -ch (1) H H description

pareť 24 7 31 -ť (2) L H family member *

terapověd 25 3 1 29 -d (1) H H profession *

zeleď 26 5 31 -ď (2) L H animal

plešť 29 3 32 -ť (2) L H animal

exceptor 29 3 32 -r (3) H L profession *

ofsider 30 2 32 -r (3) H L trade

kočkovod 32 0 32 -d (1) H H trade



Corpus data vs. 
post-hoc explanations
6. DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION



Integrating description and inference
• Corpus group 2: general low frequency, 

multiple endings
>> uncertainty

• Corpus group 3: general high frequency, 
well-established patterns, stem patterns are 
“deep” (-log, -or/-er) 
>> decisiveness (but not uniformity)

• Corpus group 1: general high frequency but 
stem patterns not well represented 
(only a few high-frequency forms: 
-ech, -ouch, -ved, -vod)
>> uncertainty



Post-hoc explanations fail (1)
• Semantic features (professions, nationalities, etc.) did not 

play a significant role in choice (p = .252)

• Region did not play a significant role in choice (p = .913)

• No recourse to additional information, as trialled in Keuleers
et al. (2007) or Dodge & Lonsdale (2006), is necessary here. 



Post-hoc explanations fail (2)
• When added to the model, reading task performance did 

not contribute to explaining the choices:

◦ Self-rated comprehensibility of texts: p = 1.00

◦ Reading comprehension scores: p = .974

• Reading proficiency is not a factor in speakers’ choices 
for this feature (has shown up with other features).

◦ ! Not measured: speed, performance on tasks with actual words



Corpus data vs. production of novel forms
• Knowledge of and affiliation to phonological neighborhoods

(low-level schemas involving stem shape) are decisive

• Frequency data (absolute frequency and entropy) 
from near-neighbors are useful in predicting behavior, 
if not the exact choice made

• What results in a stable, consistent choice?
◦ Dense phonological neighborhood
◦ Many types pointing one way (-log, -er, -or)

• What results in inconsistency and instability of choice?
◦ Sparse phonological neighborhood
◦ Few types (-ech, -ouch, -žď, -šť, -eť, -eď)
◦ Low token counts (occ. very high token counts notwithstanding, e.g. Čech)



Next steps
• Check relation of “filler” answers to “novel word” answers

• Larger study with more respondents:
◦ Timed answers

◦ More real and novel words, with closer attention to the “depth” 
of the phonological environment
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